
22C:118 Spring 2005 Homework 4

Instructions

This homework is due by Noon on Wednesday 19 October, 2005.

Submit your solution using the submit command on one of the department’s Linux
machines to the directory. Here are instructions:

1. Create a directory in your home directory which you will use to place all your
files for this assignment, say hw4 or xmlForm.

2. Run the submit script from your home directory by typing submit at the com-
mand prompt and hitting return/enter.

3. When prompted for the File/directory name enter the name of the directory you
created, for example, xmlForm (you may list multiple files/directories, when you
are finished press enter on a blank line).

4. When prompted for the course put c118

5. Next you will recieve a list of possible submission directories. For this assignment,
reply xmlForm

6. Done! For further help, please review the submit procedure provided by CSG:
http://www.divms.uiowa.edu/help/msstart/submit.html

7. Note: case does matter.

8. Note: submitting the same homework assignment multiple times will overwrite
the previously submitted homework with the same name and submit location.

XML Homework

The idea of this homework is to make a “form filling” program that replaces text in
certain fields of an XHTML file. You’ll write a program xmlForm that takes two string
inputs and returns a string output. The two input strings are XML and the output is
also XML, with UTF-8 encoding. The first line of your function is:

def xmlForm( form=None, fillin=None ):

The form parameter is a string of XHTML. For instance, form could be the following:
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<html>

<head> <title> My Sample Web Page </title> </head>

<body bgcolor="white">

<p>

What are the weekdays?

<ol>

<li>Monday</li>

<li>Tuesday</li>

<li>Wednesday</li>

<li>Thursday</li>

<li>Friday</li>

</ol>

</p>

</body>

</html>

The other input parameter to xmlForm is fillin, also a string representing XML,
however the XML here doesn’t need to be XHTML — it can be any kind of XML.
Here is what the xmlForm should do:

1. Parse both inputs form and fillin using the xml.dom.minidom module. After
this step, you will have two DOM trees.

2. For each Text Node p in the DOM tree representing form, try to find an Element
Node q in the DOM of fillin such that the data (actual text) of p is equal to
the tag name of q. If there is no such q, skip processing p. Otherwise, replace the
data of p with the Text Node that is the child of q. (Note: the text node which
corresponds to the attribute bgcolor is not considered to be in the tree, so you
don’t need to worry about attributes for this homework.)

3. Return the XML for the altered form tree.

For example, if fillin is the string

<dutchdays><Monday>maandag</Monday><Tuesday>dinsdag</Tuesday>

<Wednesday>woensdag</Wednesday><Thursday>donderdag</Thursday>

<Friday>vrijdag</Friday><Saturday>zaterdag</Saturday>

<Sunday>zondag</Sunday>

</dutchdays>

Then the output from xmlForm(form,fillin) would be in this case
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<html>

<head> <title> My Sample Web Page </title> </head>

<body bgcolor="white">

<p>

What are the weekdays?

<ol>

<li>maandag</li>

<li>dinsdag</li>

<li>woensdag</li>

<li>donderdag</li>

<li>vrijdag</li>

</ol>

</p>

</body>

</html>

It could be helpful, in the same directory you use to submit your homework, to also
have some test cases (perhaps you can write some testing functions that read files
containing the XML).

Testing

Unlike the earlier assignments, we won’t use unit testing for this assignment. Some
examples of XHTML and input for form filling will be available on the course web site.
Here is some advice on how to test:

1. Use Python’s file-reading functions to read XML into a string. It’s quite simple
to do, as the following example shows:

F = open(’xml-example.txt’,’r’)

xmlsource = F.read() # read file into a string

F.close()

2. Make a simple “testing function” to test your program. A good way to do
this would be to make a file called xmlForm.py which contains the definition
of the xmlForm function. Then, another file in the same directory could be
testXmlForm.py, which contains:

from xmlForm import *

F = open(’xhtml.txt’)

xhtml = F.read()
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F.close()

F = open(’xfillin.txt’)

filldata = F.read()

F.close()

result = xmlForm(form=xhtml,fillin=filldata)

print result

(Of course, you would also need to have files xhtml.txt and xmldata.txt in the
same directory.)

3. Try changing the test XHTML file to have more than one occurence of some text
that will be replaced, and try cases where the fillin input doesn’t cause any
text to be replaced. A few different test cases will try different paths through
your code.

4. Once you get your testing function working on your program, create a file README.txt
explaining what worked (and maybe what didn’t work) with your program and
its testing. This will help the assignment’s grader figure out what is going on.
Then submit the entire directory with test cases, the main program, and so on,
for your homework solution.

A sample working xmlForm.py for this assignment (coded by the professor) was 23
lines of Python: it can be done with relatively few lines of code.

Assignment Grading

The grading of this assignment will consider both the test cases that you have as well
as other test cases invented by the teaching assistants.
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